The domestic pig (Sus scrofa) is both an economically important livestock species and a model for biomedical research. Two highly contiguous pig reference genomes have recently been released. To support functional annotation of the pig genomes and comparative analysis with large human transcriptomic data sets, we aimed to create a pig gene expression atlas. To achieve this objective, we extended a previous approach developed for the chicken. We downloaded RNAseq data sets from public repositories, down-sampled to a common depth, and quantified expression against a reference transcriptome using the mRNA quantitation tool, Kallisto. We then used the network analysis tool Graphia to identify clusters of transcripts that were coexpressed across the merged data set. Consistent with the principle of guilt-by-association, we identified coexpression clusters that were highly tissue or cell-type restricted and contained transcription factors that have previously been implicated in lineage determination. Other clusters were enriched for transcripts associated with biological processes, such as the cell cycle and oxidative phosphorylation. The same approach was used to identify coexpression clusters within RNAseq data from multiple individual liver and brain samples, highlighting cell type, process, and region-specific gene expression. Evidence of conserved expression can add confidence to assignment of orthology between pig and human genes. Many transcripts currently identified as novel genes with ENSSSCG or LOC IDs were found to be coexpressed with annotated neighbouring transcripts in the same orientation, indicating they may be products of the same transcriptional unit. The metaanalytic approach to utilising public RNAseq data is extendable to include new data sets and new species and provides a framework to support the Functional Annotation of Animals Genomes (FAANG) initiative.
INTRODUCTION
The domestic pig (Sus scrofa) is an important source of meat and other animal products. Because of its human-like size and physiology, the pig (including the mini-pig) is also widely used as an animal model for preclinical studies (Hasenfuss, 1998; Fairbairn et al., 2011; Freeman et al., 2012; Gutierrez et al., 2015) especially since the advent of genome-editing technologies (Whitelaw et al., 2016; Perleberg et al., 2018) . In the specific case of the immune system, pigs have provided a useful model for postnatal human development of acquired immunity (Butler et al., 2009) ; their macrophage-specific gene expression and response to stimulation by toll-like receptor agonists more closely resembles humans than commonly used mouse models (Kapetanovic et al., 2012; Schroder et al., 2012; Kapetanovic et al., 2013) . Indeed, better identification of transcription start sites was previously validated by cross-species mapping of the large human FANTOM5 promoter data set (FANTOM Consortium et al., 2014; Robert et al., 2015) . The potential for genomic selection and editing for production traits and the utility of the pig as a model organism has recently been expedited by the release of a highly contiguous reference genome (Sscrofa11.1) and parallel sequencing and annotation of a second genome (USMARCv1.0) (Warr et al., 2019) . Annotation of expressed sequences and intron-exon boundaries within the genomic sequence was improved through the integration of long read IsoSeq and short-read RNAseq data (Beiki et al., 2019) .
Although knowledge of the transcriptomic landscape of the pig is increasing, the functional annotation of the genome remains a work in progress. Many genes in Ensembl are described as "novel pig gene" and annotated solely by a gene number. Around 70-80% of predicted protein-coding genes have been assigned 1:1 orthology with human (Warr et al., 2019) but the NCBI and Ensembl annotations of protein-coding genes do not overlap perfectly. Even where there is 1:1 orthology at the level of protein-coding sequence and conservation of synteny of genomic location with other mammals the expression may not be conserved. Transcriptional regulation has evolved rapidly among mammalian species (Villar et al., 2015; Jubb et al., 2016) . Pigs are undoubtedly more human-like than mice (Beiki et al., 2019) . Their promoters, identified by cross-mapping of transcription start sites from the human FANTOM5 data set, are more closely related at the DNA sequence level to human (FANTOM Consortium et al., 2014; Robert et al., 2015) . But even for those genes for which orthology has been accepted and a gene name assigned, the extent to which expression and function are shared between pigs, humans, and other animals (notably rodent models) remains to be established (Schroder et al., 2012; Jubb et al., 2016) . Where expression and function were directly evaluated, for example, in the response of macrophages to lipopolysaccharide, humans and pigs were similar but there were also clear differences (Kapetanovic et al., 2012) . What is needed is a resource for pigs comparable to the FANTOM5 (FANTOM Consortium et al., 2014) and GTEx human atlases (GTEx Consortium, 2015) . This is a major objective of the international FAANG Consortium (Andersson et al., 2015) . By analogy with human data, such a resource could be used to infer the expression profiles of differentiated cell types within tissues even when the cells have not been isolated and profiled directly (Wang et al., 2016) .
Although it was once suggested that guilt-by-association is the exception rather than the rule in gene regulatory networks (Gillis and Pavlidis, 2012) , on a genome-wide scale across large multitissue data sets the principle is very well established. Genes associated with specific organs, cell types, organelles, and pathways (e.g., the cell cycle, protein synthesis, oxidative phosphorylation/mitochondria) tend to be coexpressed with the transcription factors that regulate them Freeman et al., 2012; Mabbott et al., 2013; FANTOM Consortium et al., 2014; Ballouz et al., 2017; Carpanini et al., 2017; Clark et al., 2017; Giotti et al., 2018; Singh et al., 2018) . The only significant exception is a subset of genes that appear to have idiosyncratic profiles because they have alternative tissue-specific promoters in some cases encoding different protein isoforms with alternative N-termini. The identification of the coregulated partners of genes with alternative promoters depends upon promoter-based expression profiling (FANTOM Consortium et al., 2014) .
In the pig, the principal of coexpression of genes of related function was demonstrated previously using a custom microarray (Freeman et al., 2012) , analysing multiple tissues and cells from a single male and female pig of one breed. Among other observations this study identified coexpression of transcripts associated with mitochondria and oxidative phosphorylation and separate regulation of nuclear and mitochondria-encoded transcripts. A more focussed network analysis was used to annotate cell type-specific gene expression in the pig immunome (Dawson et al., 2013) . The annotation of the new pig genome assemblies (Sscrofa11.1 and USMARCv1.0) exploited deep RNAseq data from 27 tissues from the reference Duroc breed (BioProject PRJEB19386). The RNAseq data are available in the EBI expression atlas alongside gene expression atlases from other species (Papatheodorou et al., 2018) . However, as there are many tissues and cell types missing from that data set, it has limited scope to drive transcriptional network analysis.
There are numerous additional pig RNAseq data sets from diverse tissues, breeds, and conditions in the public domain. We recently developed an approach to harvest and normalize such published data to create an expression atlas for the chicken . Based upon the use of the high-speed "pseudoaligner" Kallisto (Bray et al., 2016) to quantify expression this atlas was rapidly created and easily scalable to include new data sets. Here we have used the same atlas-creation pipeline to produce an extended expression atlas for the domestic pig. We used network analysis to identify sets of coexpressed transcripts and present evidence that such analysis can add confidence to orthology and ontology assignments by comparison to human expression data. The pipeline is extensible to provide further refinements to functional annotation in pig and to generate similar resources for other species.
METHODS

Selecting Samples for an Expression Atlas of the Domestic Pig
We created an expression atlas for the domestic pig by aggregating publicly archived RNAseq libraries, using a pipeline previously described for chickens . To identify candidate libraries, we downloaded the daily updated SRA BioProject summary file (n = 355,400 BioProjects; ftp://ftp. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/summary.txt, accessed 1st May 2019), parsing it to extract a list of BioProject accessions with a data type of "transcriptome or gene expression" and an associated NCBI taxonomy ID of 9823 (Sus scrofa), 9825 (Sus scrofa domesticus), or one of 11 recognized subspecies: 291050, 309913, 309914, 375578, 310260, 310261, 375579, 415978, 490583, 1170810, and 2485929 . Parsing this file only on the basis of exact species name would omit data due to inconsistent use: for example, BioProject PRJNA271310 records the species as Sus Scrofa, and PRJNA217840 as Sus scrofa.
We then used the Entrez Direct suite of utilities (https://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK179288/, accessed 1st May 2019) to associate each BioProject accession with a list of SRA sample and run accessions (a "RunInfo" file). RunInfo files were parsed to retain only those runs where "Platform" was "ILLUMINA," "LibrarySource" was "TRANSCRIPTOMIC," "LibraryStrategy" w a s " R N A s e q , " "L i b r a r y L a y o u t " w a s " P A I R E D , " "LibrarySelection" was either "cDNA" or "Inverse rRNA." As an index of comparable quality and depth of sequencing, "avgLength" was ≥ 100 (i.e., a minimum average read length of 100 bp) and "spots" was ≥ 10 (i.e., approximating a minimum depth of 10 million reads).
The associated metadata were obtained using the R/ Bioconductor package SRAdb (Zhu et al., 2013) to crossreference each run accession with an SQL database of SRA metadata, SRAmetadb.sqlite (https://starbuck1.s3.amazonaws. com/sradb/SRAmetadb.sqlite.gz, accessed 29th April 2019). Metadata were not consistently recorded between authors, with naming conventions often loosely applied. Where possible, we obtained breed, sex, age, and tissue/cell type by parsing metadata lines to extract the values associated with (a) "breed" or "breed name" (else "strain"), (b) "sex," "Sex," or "gender," (c) "age," "developmental stage," "developmental_stage," "stage," or "Stage," and (d) "tissue," "tissue type," "tissue_type," "organism part," or "organism_part" (else "cell type" or "cell_type"). Only those samples with, at minimum, tissue/cell type recorded were incorporated into the expression atlas. The original metadata lines for each library, and the breed, sex, age and tissue/cell type extracted, are detailed in Table S1 .
Quantifying Gene Expression for the Atlas
For each library, expression was quantified using Kallisto v0.44.0 (Bray et al., 2016) as described in detail in previous studies on other species (Clark et al., 2017; Bush et al., 2018; Young et al., 2019) . Kallisto quantifies expression at the transcript level, as transcripts per million (TPM), by building an index of k-mers from a set of reference transcripts and then "pseudo-aligning" reads to it, matching k-mers in the reads to k-mers in the index. Transcriptlevel TPM estimates were then summed to give gene-level TPM. For this purpose, an accurate set of reference transcripts was essential. To generate an accurate reference transcriptome, the pipeline runs Kallisto iteratively. The first pass utilises the largest available set of transcripts from the current reference transcriptome. Transcripts that are not detected in the first pass are removed from the reference to generate a modified reference.
To create the initial index, the set of Sscrofa11.1 protein-coding cDNAs, the batch release (ftp://ftp.ensembl.org/pub/release-96/ fasta/sus_scrofa/cdna/Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa11.1.cdna.all.fa.gz, accessed 15th June 2019) from Ensembl v96 was parsed to retain only those transcripts with the 'protein-coding' biotype (n = 45,788 transcripts, representing 22,340 genes). As Ensembl takes a conservative approach to annotation (Curwen et al., 2004) , the set of 52,417 NCBI mRNA RefSeqs (representing 17,274 genes; ftp:// ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/all/GCF/000/003/025/GCF_ 000003025.6_Sscrofa11.1/GCF_000003025.6_Sscrofa11.1_rna. fna.gz, accessed 15th June 2019) was parsed to supplement the index, including transcripts that had not already been assigned Ensembl transcript IDs and whose sequence was not already present in the Ensembl release (under any identifier). RefSeq mRNAs incorporate untranslated regions (UTRs) and so could encapsulate an Ensembl CDS. The trimmed UTRs from each mRNA were generated excluding all sequence outside the longest ORF. The method of integrating transcripts from both Ensembl and NCBI data sets is as previously described .
In total, the initial reference transcriptome comprised 98,205 transcripts, representing 28,254 genes. Using this reference, expression was quantified for 908 publicly archived paired-end Illumina RNAseq libraries, automatically obtained from the ENA (selected as described above) and detailed in Table S1 . Prior to expression quantification, and for the purpose of minimising variation between samples, we randomly downsampled all libraries to 10 million reads, five times each, using seqtk v1.2 (https://github.com/lh3/seqtk, downloaded 4th June 2018). Expression level was then taken to be the median TPM across the five downsampled replicates.
The initial set of expression data was parsed to exclude genes for which the median TPM was less than 1 across all 908 samples (given the scope of the atlas, consistently unexpressed genes are either highly tissue-specific for a tissue not sampled, or erroneous models). 1,865 transcripts were removed to create a second Kallisto index (comprising 96,340 transcripts, representing 26,664 genes), and expression was requantified. For this purpose, the seqtk seeds used for downsampling were randomly assigned at run time.
As a final quality control test (described in ) we considered that in a correctly prepared RNAseq library, a minority of genes will produce the majority of reads and so the distribution of gene-level TPM estimates should comply, to a reasonable approximation, with Zipf's law (i.e., that the probability of an observation is inversely proportional to its rank). On this basis, the exponent of a log-log plot of the reverse cumulative TPM per gene should not substantially deviate from an optimal value of −1. We identified 31 samples that were clear outliers and deviated by > 20% from this optimal value. These samples were excluded from further consideration. The final expression atlas details the median downsampled TPM per gene, BioProject, breed, and sex.
Network Analysis and Functional Clustering of Atlas Samples
To examine the expression of genes across this wide range of tissues and cell types, the expression data were analyzed using the network analysis tool Graphia Professional (https://kajeka.com). The initial analysis used the values averaged by breed, sex, and BioProject for each tissue. Subsequent analyses used individual values for samples of liver and central nervous system. For each analysis, Pearson correlations (r) were calculated between all pairs of genes to produce a gene-to-gene correlation matrix and inversely between all sets of samples to produce a sample-to-sample correlation matrix.
Gene coexpression networks (GCNs) were generated from the matrices, where nodes represent either samples or genes and edges represent correlations between nodes above the correlation threshold indicated in the Results. For the sample-to-sample analyses (essentially analogous to a principal components analysis, PCA) an initial screen at the r value which entered all samples was performed, followed by subsequent analyses with higher r value which removed outliers and revealed more substructure in the networks. For each gene-to-gene analysis the r value was adjusted to retain the maximum number of genes with the minimum number of edges ( Figure S1 ).
For the gene-to-gene networks, further analysis was performed to identify groups of highly connected genes within the overall topology of the network, using the Markov clustering algorithm (MCL) (van Dongen and Abreu-Goodger, 2012). The MCL is an algebraic bootstrapping process in which the number of clusters is not specified. A parameter called inflation effectively controls granularity. The choice of inflation value is empirical and is based in some measure on the predicted complexity of the data set. The chosen inflation value was 2.2 for the main atlas where we anticipated a large number of tissue-specific clusters, and 1.7 for the tissue/cell specific atlases to reduce the granularity (van Dongen and Abreu-Goodger, 2012). For the main atlas, only genes expressed at ≥ 10 TPM in at least one sample were included; for the tissue specific analysis genes expressed at ≥ 5 TPM in at least one sample were included. Gene ontology (GO) terms and pathways were derived from DAVID (https://david.ncifcrf.gov/; with Sus scrofa as the background) and GATHER (https:// changlab.uth.tmc.edu/gather/). These approaches utilise different algorithms, methods of assessing significance and background data sets. Both were used to generate a consensus view of the functions of the clusters. Only the most significant results are reported (for DAVID, a Benjamini-Hochberg corrected P value of < 10 -2 ; for GATHER a Bayes factor of ≥ 5).
RESULTS
Samples in the Atlas
908 RNAseq libraries were obtained by the automated pipeline as described in Methods and used to create a global atlas of gene expression. For this purpose, expression across libraries was averaged by BioProject, tissue, breed and sex. This is equivalent to averaging across multiple biological replicates of the same tissue, sampled in the same lab, of the same sex and breed. This reduced the data set to 206 samples. For a separate analysis of liver and central nervous system to extract tissue-specific coexpression signatures, individual samples were used (102 samples for liver; 31 samples for central nervous system). Some of these individual samples were generated from RNAseq of pooled RNA.
Network Analysis of the Pig Transcriptome
We used the network analysis program Graphia Professional (developed from BioLayout Express 3D ) (Theocharidis et al., 2009) to create a network graph of the complete data set. Initially, we performed a sample-to-sample correlation to assess whether there were likely to be batch effects resulting in outlier samples. To include all 206 samples, it was necessary to use an r ≥ 0.38. In the resulting graph, all nodes (samples) were interconnected by a total of 14,243 edges, with liver samples in the same region and heart and muscle samples appropriately close. One hippocampus sample was separated from the other (adult) brain samples but this was a sample from foetal brain. Two samples, of ovary and gastrointestinal tract, had only a small number of connections. An image of the resulting network graph is shown in Figure S2A . To further explore the relationship between samples of the same organ system, we repeated the analysis at r ≥ 0.85. This produced a network graph which still retained 188 of the 206 samples, connected by 1,378 edges. Samples of related tissues analyzed in different Bioprojects generally clustered together. Liver samples were at the end of one arm of the network, close to adipose, while heart and muscle were on another arm.
Based on the sample-to-sample analysis, which did not identify any clear outliers or Bioproject-specific clusters (batch effects), we included all samples in the subsequent gene-to-gene analysis. The threshold correlation coefficient was chosen to maximise the number of nodes (genes) included while minimising the number of edges (correlations between them) ( Figure S1 ). At the optimal correlation coefficient of r ≥ 0.70, the graph contained 19,861 nodes (genes) connected by 2,364,748 edges. Table 1 shows the expression patterns and biological processes associated with clusters of ≥40 nodes. There were distinct clusters that reflected the related functions of the genes contained within them: cell division (cluster 12), protein synthesis (clusters 2 and 37) and oxidative phosphorylation (cluster 20). There were also multiple tissue-specific clusters including transcripts that were expressed almost exclusively in one of the tissue types collected, including the testis (cluster 3), central nervous system (cluster 4), ovary (cluster 5), immune system (clusters 6, 16 and 39 (including macrophages)), lung (cluster 10), skeletal muscle (clusters 11 and 33), fibroblasts/ mesenchyme (clusters 13 and 63), skin (cluster 15), thymus (cluster 17), adipose tissue (cluster 18), intestine (cluster 19), embryo inner cell mass (cluster 21), inner ear (cluster 23), epididymis (cluster 24), endometrium (cluster 25), peripheral blood (cluster 26), ileum (cluster 27), stem cells (cluster 28), and heart (cluster 31). Genes that were highly expressed in kidney (cluster 8) and liver (cluster 9) were also detected in the samples labelled "mixture of tissues" suggesting that these two tissues were a major component of the mixture and indicating that it is possible to deconvolute a heterogeneous sample using this approach.
As observed in other atlas projects Freeman et al., 2012; FANTOM Consortium et al., 2014; Clark et al., 2017; Bush et al., 2018; Young et al., 2019) tissue-specific coregulated clusters contained the transcription factors that likely drive coexpression. For example, the thymus/T cell cluster (cluster 17) contains the transcription factors LEF1 and TCF7 which are known T lymphocyte regulators and the inner cell mass cluster (cluster 21) contains NANOG and PRDM14 which are involved in cell pluripotency. Table S2 (Cluster profiles and gene lists sheet) provides lists of the genes in each cluster and associated histograms show the average expression profile of all clusters containing 10 or more genes. The transcriptomic data generated for the Sscrofa11.1 pig genome (BioProject PRJEB19386) (Warr et al., 2019) included males and females for most tissues. In other data sets, the sex is not always provided with the metadata. This issue can be addressed for most data sets by examining the expression of transcripts transcribed from the Y chromosome which are necessarily expressed only by males. For instance, cluster 143, with seven genes and 11 transcripts, only contained Y-specific protein-coding genes (EIF1AY, EIF2S3Y, DDX3Y, KDM5D, TXLNGY, USP9Y, UTY, ZFY) ( Figure 1 ; gene list in Table S2 , Cluster profiles and gene lists sheet). The coordinated expression of these transcripts can effectively be used to sex each sample. The fact that this cluster does not contain transcripts from the autosomes indicates that there are no other transcripts that are robustly expressed in males and undetectable in females.
Each of the clusters contains multiple transcripts that are currently represented in Ensembl by placeholder "ENSSSCG" or "LOC" IDs ( Table S2 ). As noted previously in multiple species Freeman et al., 2012; FANTOM Consortium et al., 2014; Carpanini et al., 2017; Clark et al., 2017; Bush et al., 2018) poorly annotated transcripts were more prevalent in the clusters of genes that are most widely expressed, reflecting the historical emphasis on tissue-specific genes in functional genomics ( Table S2 , ENSSSCG and LOC genes sheet). In many cases, the likely identity is actually evident from . Each bar on the X axis represents a sample in the analysis, averaged for breed, sex and BioProject. The order of samples is as for Table S2 . Red indicates sex unknown, green indicates female, blue indicates male and yellow indicates pooled samples of mixed/unknown sex.
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Frontiers in Genetics | www.frontiersin.org February 2020 | Volume 10 | Article 1355 orthology analysis available in Ensembl but has not yet been adopted as an official gene name in Sscrofa11.1. Table S2 includes provisional annotations from GeneCards or NCBI for each of these transcripts where available. The clear potential of the clusters to support prospective annotation and orthology assignments for those transcripts that lack current informative annotation is evident from the high levels of GO enrichment in Table 1 .
It was not our intention to annotate all of the transcripts. This is an activity that requires a community-based effort and manual annotation (Dawson et al., 2013; Dawson et al., 2017) . In the specific case of the brain/CNS-enriched cluster (cluster 4) LOC IDs have clearly been assigned to candidate members of multigene families, notably the large zinc finger family in which strict orthology relationships are difficult to determine. We examined each of the novel ENSSSCG genes (that is, unannotated genes) within cluster 4 individually ( Table S2 , ENSSSCG genes cluster 4 sheet). In each case, we used NCBI BLAST (August, 2019) to identify candidate DNA orthologs in the human genome. As shown in Table S2 the large majority of ENSSSCG genes annotated as "no class" have unique identity to exons (including alternative internal exons, 3' and 5' UTRs) of known human genes. In each case, we checked whether the corresponding gene is also expressed and enriched in human CNS tissue using combined GTEX, FANTOM5, and HPA data (https://www.proteinatlas.org). In many cases, the corresponding annotated pig transcript is also present in cluster 4 (i.e. the novel ENSSSCG gene is coexpressed with an annotated gene that corresponds with known human transcript in the expected genomic location based on conservation of synteny). For example, LLRC7, which encodes the excitatory synaptic protein densin-180 (Wang et al., 2017) is expressed in a CNS-specific manner in humans. The pig DNA sequences corresponding to human LLRC7 were annotated as three separate genes in Suscrofa11.1 (Ensembl release 90) all of which are contained within the same genomic region and with the same transcriptional orientation. These transcripts are merged in a single gene, LRRC7 (ENSSSCG00070015233) in the Ensembl annotation of the assembly of a second pig genome, USMARCv1.0, and have also now been merged in revised annotation of Sscrofa11.1 (Ensembl release 98) (Warr et al., 2019) . We conclude that many current ENSSSCG transcripts will be recognized as alternative transcripts of known genes with improved annotation based upon full length cDNA transcripts.
The Transcriptome of Pig Macrophages
Previous studies of the pig transcriptome using microarrays identified transcripts that were enriched in the macrophages of the lung and in subsets of blood monocytes as well as transcripts that were inducible by bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS). (Freeman et al., 2012; Kapetanovic et al., 2012; Schroder et al., 2012; Fairbairn et al., 2013; Kapetanovic et al., 2013) . As discussed above, macrophages in other species adapt to tissue-specific niches to perform specific functions. Several clusters within the atlas are enriched for monocyte-macrophage expressed transcripts. By inference other transcripts within those clusters form part of the so-called immunome (Dawson et al., 2013) and are likely to be involved in innate immunity. Cluster 6 contains macrophagespecific transcription factors (IRF8, MAFB, SPI1), the lineagespecific growth factor receptor, CSF1R, widely used macrophage markers including CD68, SIRPA, ITGAM, and SIGLEC1, and class II MHC genes. The average expression is high in the isolated macrophages and in macrophage-rich tissues, notably spleen and lung. This large cluster represents a generic monocytemacrophage signature for the pig.
Consistent with the earlier findings, there is a cluster of transcripts (cluster 39) that are highly expressed in alveolar macrophages (AM) relative to BMDM. Because macrophages are a major cell population in the lung, high expression of these genes is also evident in total lung mRNA. The AM-enriched cluster includes CD163, identified as an essential fusion receptor for the major pig respiratory pathogen PRRSV (porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus) (Burkard et al., 2018) and the receptor for CSF2 (CSF2RA gene), which is required for lung macrophage homeostasis in humans and mice (Trapnell et al., 2019) . AM are enriched for expression of lectin-like receptors (MRC1, CLEC7A, CLEC2B) and CYP7A1. Transcripts encoding other macrophage-expressed surface markers (ADGRE1, CH3L1) and endocytic receptors (CLEC14A, CLEC1A, HAVCR2, TIMD4, VSIG2, VSIG4) that are even more lung-restricted are found within the lung-specific cluster 10. By contrast, as noted previously, the lung macrophage-enriched transcripts are barely detected in the wall of the gut which contains an abundant macrophage population. We conclude that lung macrophages are adapted specifically to phagocytose inhaled pathogens. A reciprocal cluster, cluster 16, contains transcripts that are also monocytemacrophage-enriched but more highly expressed in BMDM than in AM. By contrast to cluster 10, these genes are detected in the intestinal samples. In the overall atlas above (Table S2 ) there is an additional small liver-specific signature, cluster 183, that includes CD5L, CLEC4F, and genes involved in iron recycling (SLC40A1, HEBP1), each associated with the macrophages of the liver (Kupffer cells) in mice (Scott et al., 2018) .
This cluster analysis, based upon RNAseq data, confirms the major clusters of LPS-inducible genes previously analyzed in the pig using microarrays (Freeman et al., 2012; Kapetanovic et al., 2012; Schroder et al., 2012; Fairbairn et al., 2013; Kapetanovic et al., 2013) . On average, transcripts in clusters 16 were strongly induced by LPS in BMDM with lower expression in other sites such as spleen, lung and AM. The cluster includes the inflammatory cytokine IL1B and several interferon-inducible transcripts. Although the primary RNAseq data confirm their regulation by LPS, cluster 16 does not include transcripts such as CCL20, CYP27B1, and IDO1 which are LPS-inducible in human and pig macrophages, but not in mice (Schroder et al., 2012) . These transcripts are expressed at much higher levels in other tissues and fall with different clusters. The data also confirm that pig macrophages do not induce nitric oxide synthase (NOS2) in response to LPS . In the pig, as in human (see data on https://www.proteinatlas.org), NOS2 is expressed specifically in the gut.
The Transcriptome of the Pig Liver
The downloaded data sets included 102 individual RNAseq libraries of liver, from various ages, sexes and breeds derived from multiple BioProjects that met the QC and filtering criteria. Liver gene expression is regulated in response to numerous physiological stimuli. Aside from hepatic parenchymal cells, the liver contains several nonparenchymal populations. To identify coregulated clusters within the liver transcriptome, we analyzed the liver samples separately using the same GCN approach used for the overall atlas. When examining individual samples from the same tissue, the method exploits variability in gene expression between samples generated by differences in breed, sex, age, sampling (biopsy versus necropsy), and other factors, which among other outcomes, can enable deconvolution of the expression signals associated with specific cell types. In principle, if there was significant heterogeneity in metabolic state or development among the liver samples, a gene-to-gene clustering might reveal sets of genes associated with portal versus centrilobular regions of liver lobules. Centrilobular genes were found to be downregulated in liver of pigs treated with macrophage colony-stimulating factor (CSF1) (Sauter et al., 2016) as also seen in regenerating liver in other species. Table 2 shows the GO term enrichment for the largest clusters identified using the liver samples, generated at Pearson correlation threshold of 0.75 ( Figure S2B) and Table S3 contains lists of genes within these clusters.
In rodents, there is a set of transcripts that is expressed in the liver in a sex-specific manner in part under the influence of growth hormone (Conforto et al., 2012; Lau-Corona et al., 2017) . The male and female-specific liver transcriptomes are regulated by differential expression of specific transcription factors, CUX2 and ONECUT2 in females and BCL6 in males. A meta-analysis of human liver transcriptome data (Zhang et al., 2011) revealed some bias in gene expression between males and females but the differences were considerably smaller than reported in rodents, notably associated with the sex chromosomes and predominantly female-biased. The complete set of liver samples is shown in Table S3 with the male and female samples indicated where possible based upon metadata and expression of Y chromosome-specific transcripts. The majority of the liver samples available in the pig are male. In a sample-tosample analysis, most definitive female samples (identified based on absence of Y chromosome-specific transcripts) separated from the male group but in the gene-to-gene analysis there was no cluster of transcripts that were enriched or depleted in the female livers, other than those encoded by genes on the Y chromosome. Given the rigorous genetic selection of commercial pigs for rapid growth, early puberty and lean muscle, it may be that the differential gene expression driven by growth hormone in other species is masked by high levels of growth hormone in both pig sexes.
The two largest clusters in the liver analysis reflect variation between the available BioProjects; mainly between a large study of a model of hemorrhagic shock, which extracted RNA from liver biopsy material (Determan et al., 2014) , and all of the other liver data sets. The hemorrhagic shock study includes individual time courses of postshock recovery and examines the effect of starvation versus carbohydrate prefeeding. Cluster 1, comprising genes which are expressed somewhat lower on average in samples from this study, contains the hepatocyte-specific transcription factors (e.g., HNF4G, HNF1A) and numerous liver-enriched transcripts (see below). The reciprocal large clusters (clusters 2 and 6) that are elevated in the shock study include multiple heat shock proteins and genes encoding metabolic enzymes (assigned GO terms including lipid metabolism, amine metabolism, and fatty acid beta oxidation; Table 2 ) that may be upregulated either by the trauma or the dietary interventions. Smaller clusters are more clearly enriched for function as evident from GO term enrichment. Cluster 11 contains CYP2E1 and multiple other transcripts encoding xenobiotic-metabolising enzymes that are normally enriched in centrilobular regions. Many of these centrilobular-enriched genes were also downregulated by CSF1 treatment in pig liver (Sauter et al., 2016) . Cluster 12 contains further transcripts encoding heat shock proteins and other stress related genes and is enriched for the GO terms "response to unfolded proteins" and "response to stress." Both of these clusters appear to be coordinately regulated in the shock model (Determan et al., 2014) (the profiles show an increase with time in each of the animals in the study). Cluster 20 contains further genes associated with lipid metabolism and cluster 21 numerous ribosome-associated transcripts. Cluster 14 is enriched for the GO terms "immune response" and "defence response to virus" and contains the interferon-regulated transcription factors, IRF7, IRF9, and STAT1 and many known interferon target genes (MX1, IFIT5, RSAD2). This cluster presumably reflects some variation in the health status of the animals in each of the projects.
Other smaller clusters are likely to indicate variable contributions from the major nonparenchymal cell types to the total mRNA pool of each liver sample. For example, cluster 5 (enriched for GO terms including "cell adhesion" and "extracellular matrix") contains mesenchyme-associated transcripts encoding multiple collagens (e.g., COL1A1) extracellular matrix proteins (e.g., BGN, DCN, FBLN2) and growth factors/receptors (BMP4, FGFR1, PDGFB, PDGFRB) Summers et al., 2010 ) that likely reflect variation in the relative abundance of hepatic stellate cells in different samples.
Cluster 7 (enriched for the GO term "immune response") is a generic blood leukocyte cluster that contains the pan-leukocyte markers PTPRC (CD45). This cluster is driven by one sample with high expression of the cluster genes, which presumably had a larger blood contamination than other samples. Cluster 8 (which is also enriched for immune-associated GO terms) contains monocyte-associated transcripts (e.g., CSF1R, CD68, IRF5), whereas cluster 56 contains four known markers of resident liver macrophages (CD32, CD163, TIMD4, VSIG4) that were selectively expanded in the pig liver in response to CSF1 treatment (Sauter et al., 2016) . This cluster also contains ADGRE1 (which in mouse encodes the widely used macrophage marker F4/80 antigen) and related EMR4 (ADGRE4). We recently produced a monoclonal antibody against pig ADGRE1 and demonstrated binding to Kupffer cells (Waddell et al., 2018) although as discussed below, expression was highest on alveolar macrophages.
The Transcriptome of the Pig Brain
Cluster 4 of the whole atlas ( Table S2 ) contains genes that are clearly enriched in the CNS. It includes a small subset of the signatures of specific cell types in brain, including brain macrophages (microglia; e.g., CX3CR1, P2RY12) and oligodendrocytes (OLIG1, OMG) but does not segregate region-specific function, nor identify transcripts that may have brain-specific functions. Studies in mice, rats, and humans have extracted a core microglial signature by network analysis of multiple brain gene expression profiles, alongside signatures of multiple cell types and region-specific functions (Carpanini et al., 2017; Pridans et al., 2018; Patir et al., 2019) . To dissect coexpression profiles in the CNS, we performed a separate network analysis of all of the available CNS samples individually. Samples from different regions were generally separated in the sample-to-sample analysis ( Figure S2C) . Table 3 lists the major clusters and associated GO terms generated at a correlation coefficient of 0.85 and Table S4 shows the genes in the clusters and their expression profiles. This analysis segregates the CNS-associated transcriptome to some extent based upon region. The average expression of transcripts in cluster 1 (the largest cluster) of this CNS analysis is highest in the cortex and increased with time in a developmental time course. Transcripts in clusters 2 and 14 are both strongly enriched in pituitary, although the two clusters differ in relative expression between the males and females. Cluster 2 includes transcripts encoding four major pituitary hormones (FSH, GH1, LHB, TSHB) and the receptors that regulate secretion (e.g. ESR1, GHR, GNRHR, GSHR, TRHR). Many transcriptional regulators of pituitary development are also contained with cluster 2, including ISL1, GATA2, PITX1, PITX2, POU1F1, PROP1, SIX3, and SIX6 (Charles et al., 2006; Castinetti et al., 2015; Xie et al., 2015; Sobrier et al., 2016) . Cluster 14 contains transcripts encoding the other major pituitary hormone, POMC, regulatory receptors GHRHR and CASR (Mamillapalli and Wysolmerski, 2010) and the key transcriptional regulator of POMC, PAX7 (Drouin, 2016) . Cluster 2 was enriched for GO terms associated with extracellular exosome and oligosaccharyl transferase; cluster 14 was not significantly enriched for GO terms. Based upon their strong association, many of the transcripts within these two clusters are likely to contribute to pituitary development or function.
Pituitary function is regulated by the hypothalamus which, together with the adrenal gland, forms the HPA axis. Clusters 8 and 15 contain transcripts that are strongly expressed in the hypothalamus. Cluster 8 is enriched for immune-associated transcripts (and GO terms pertaining to immunity) and includes IL1A. Cluster 15 includes transcripts encoding the hypothalamic hormones OXT and GHRH, the regulator of stress hormone release SCGN (Romanov et al., 2015) and the transcription factor LHX1 (Bedont et al., 2017) . Several other clusters show idiosyncratic average profiles across brain regions, including upregulation or downregulation in the developmental time course of cortex. Some clusters, such as clusters 21 and 22, contain multiple receptors associated with neuronal responses to specific neurotransmitters (dopamine, GABA, glutamate) and may reflect neuronal cell type-specific clusters. Others are clearly associated with general biological functions that vary between brain regions or during development, for example the cell cycle (cluster 4), oxidative (cluster 11) and glycolytic (cluster 5) metabolism, and intracellular transport processes (cluster 9).
By contrast to studies in other species, the network analysis did not segregate a clear signature of the major glial cell types, microglia, oligodendrocytes and astrocytes. Microglia-associated transcriptional markers (Carpanini et al., 2017; Pridans et al., Patir et al., 2019) are found within clusters 5 (AIF1, C1QA, CD68, LAPTM5, TMEM119 (=ENSCG00000027124)) and 7 (e.g., C5AR1, CSF1R, CX3CR1, GPR34, IRF8). Cluster 7 also contains numerous oligodendrocyte-associated genes (MBP, OLIG1), perhaps reflecting the association between microglia and myelination during development [see (Pridans et al., 2018) ]. Interestingly, the two key microglial growth regulators, IL34 and CSF1, which show region-specific expression in mice and humans (Chitu and Stanley, 2017) are within separate clusters 5 and 7 respectively. IL34 was not brain-specific in the main atlas. It controls the differentiation of microglia and of Langerhans cells of the skin and does not cluster because it is expressed from different promoters in the two locations in mice and humans (FANTOM Consortium et al., 2014) .
DISCUSSION
Metadata Parsing Limits the Automatic Generation of Expression Atlases
For this study, we sought to reuse as much public RNAseq data for pigs as possible. By sampling a large transcriptional space, we considered that a more robust all-against-all correlation matrix would be created, allowing greater insight into gene coexpression patterns. While the development of alignment-free methods of expression quantification greatly facilitates this aim, they have also repositioned the rate-limiting step of an RNAseq analysis pipeline. For example, decompressing NCBI.sra files (a binary representation of fastq) can be far slower than analysing the associated fastq data with Kallisto, referencing an index transcriptome.
The most time-consuming step in this study was selecting samples for inclusion in the expression atlas, as this requires manual review. Metadata were not always available for each sample or, if available, the metadata were not always complete. Common problems included typographical errors (for example, the samples in BioProject PRJNA340232 are "longissimus muslce"), missing units (the age of run SRR5110497 is "1"), and misplaced entries (the developmental stage of sample SRS986719 is "lean-type pig breeds"): products of human error that hinder an automated parser.
One major problem with the automated pipeline relates to the paucity of metadata for many samples. Often, the information on breed, sex, or age was available by accessing the BioProject or the publications cited therein directly, but this could not be captured by the pipeline. Some manual annotation was performed, to extract sex or age where these were not included in the data set metadata but were clear from the description of the project. For example, BioProject PRJNA451072 involves an analysis of boar taint and by definition must have used males. Testis samples are available for the same BioProject but the metadata do not state that the samples were male. It is neither practical nor desirable to manually review the metadata for all available RNAseq data sets. Other libraries could have been incorporated had adequate metadata been available to the selection pipeline. We urge submitters to make the metadata as comprehensive as possible so that the maximum value can be extracted from their studies and the excessive use of experimental animals and unnecessary duplication can be avoided. The Functional Annotation of Animal Genomes (FAANG) community (Andersson et al., 2015;  https://www.faang.org/) have published guidelines for metadata and developed tools to assist with validating metadata and data for submission to public data repositories (Harrison et al., 2018) . The FAANG Data Portal (https://data. faang.org/home) seeks to catalogue functional genomic data sets for pigs and other domesticated animals and capture both high quality metadata and protocols followed in the generation of the FAANG data sets.
A Resource and a Guide to Functional Annotation
Curation of individual unannotated novel ENSSSCG transcripts in the CNS cluster (cluster 4) of the main atlas revealed that the large majority of these gene models are likely to be artefactual due to incomplete coverage of alternative 5', 3' and internal variable exons with RNA expression data. No doubt continued generation and analysis of full length RNAseq data in humans (Anvar et al., 2018) and pigs (Beiki et al., 2019) and comparative analysis across other livestock species (Giuffra et al., 2019) will lead to both functional annotation of such variation and compression of transcriptional units (Dawson et al., 2017) . Some of this will be achieved by merging annotations on the two pig genomes currently available on Ensembl and revising the index used by Kallisto accordingly. Coexpression between unannotated "novel genes" and neighbouring genes in the same orientation can also provide a preliminary indication that both may be products of the same transcriptional unit. For example, one stringently microglia-associated transcript in mouse, rat and human (Carpanini et al., 2017; Pridans et al., 2018; Patir et al., 2019 ) that we did not detect at all in pig CNS or other data sets is SELPLG. There was no annotated SELPLG gene, or even an ambiguous ENSSSCG ID in Sscrofa11.1 whereas SELPLG was annotated with several alternative transcripts orthologous to the human gene on USMARCv1.0. OLFML3, another important marker of microglia in the mouse and human brain (Neidert et al., 2018) was not annotated on Sscrofa11.1 because it had been merged with the adjacent HIPK1 transcript, whereas it was correctly assigned on USMARCv1.0. Since downloading the data sets used in this analysis, further releases of Ensembl (Ensembl 97/98) have been made. Table S5 provides a list of unannotated genes that currently (November 2019) appear to have distinct descriptions and/or symbols in Ensembl and NCBI. The orthology criteria are described in the table.
One of the main applications for an expression atlas is in the transition from phenotype and genotype data to likely causation; the prioritization of candidate genes in genomic intervals identified by genome-wide association studies. To take just one example, candidate intervals associated with susceptibility to boar taint (Rowe et al., 2014) might contain genes that are coexpressed in the liver with the strong functional candidate CYP2E1. This prediction was explored and confirmed by Drag et al. (2017) , who generated one of the datasets integrated here.
Our atlas differs from the current pig expression atlas (https:// www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa) in that automated selection makes use, where possible, of all available data rather than a curated subset of chosen libraries. By contrast, the EBI Expression Atlas for pig currently contains only one "baseline" data set, from FAANG (BioProject PRJEB19386). The atlas created for our study includes those data supplemented with many more samples and additional tissues which adds considerable power to detect correlated expression. We have created a data viewer on BioGPS (http://biogps.org/pigatlas) which also hosts the previous microarray-based expression atlas (Freeman et al., 2012) allowing some cross-over validation, as well as human and mouse baseline sets. For comparative analysis, BioGPS also displays our previous atlas projects for sheep (http://biogps.org/ sheepatlas) and chicken (http://biogps.org/chickenatlas). The averaged processed primary expression data output from Kallisto used in the generation of the atlas is provided in Table  S6 . These data can be uploaded into Graphia to regenerate clusters using different threshholds. The data set can also be supplemented with additional data sets from new projects downsized using the same pipeline and reclustered using Graphia.
The analysis of the clusters generated using our pipeline strongly supports the principle of guilt-by-association and the validity of the data sampling approach. The same approach was applied in the generation of a chicken atlas and can be applied to any species for which there are substantial data sets in the public domain. The analysis we have presented for the pig transcriptome and the atlas that has been generated is comprehensive but it is also ephemeral. The stringency of coexpression depends upon the number and diversity of samples available and thresholds can be varied to identify more stringent associations. It will be relatively straightforward in the future to add more samples from diverse tissues, developmental stages or physiological states to provide an additional resource for the study of pig genetics and functional genomics.
